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We’re Fohr -  
an ambassador 
marketing 
company. 


This is our 
influencer drop  
- a collection of 
high performing 
beauty 
influencers who 
are changing 
the way we 
view “influence.” 



an influencer marketing 
solution - first in the industry, 
now redefining it 
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Choosing influencers solely based on follower count is 
outdated. Why? Because follower count is no longer the 
sole indicator of how well content will perform. Using data, 
conversion metrics and our team’s experience, we collated 
the top performing beauty, skincare, and hair influencers.



SONIA

VALENCIA

@soniavalencia0303
36K Followers



EL MONTE, CA

Sonia’s key to success is knowing her audience 
inside and out and creating content she knows will 
resonate. Sonia also has also amassed a TikTok 
following of over 520k followers.

95%

Female  
Audience

44%

Average Reach

(Benchmark 15%)

92%

US Based  
Audience

Sonia was consistently the top performer of 13 
influencers across three recent beauty campaigns 
driving the top engagement, and top sales 
specifically on TikTok. Her average engagement 
rate on Tiktok was 6.8% against a 5% benchmark. 

“I’m authentic and true to myself! I teach 
my audience things they haven’t seen 

before when it comes to makeup 
application for mature ladies!”



AMANDA

GUIDO

@amanda__guido
293K Followers



VAUGHAN, CANADA

Amanda has a singular focus, producing videos 
about curly hair, and hair health. Her audience 
knows what to expect, and they keep returning. 

58%

Audience  
Aged 25-34

95%

Female  
Audience

43%

Average Reach

(Benchmark 15%)

Amanda has been a top performer across our 
beauty brands, creating highly engaging curly hair 
content rooted in expertise. Recently she 
overdelivered on two of our beauty campaigns, with 
a staggering 54% engagement rate on Instagram 
stories (against the industry average of 2%!) and 
11% engagement rate on Tiktok, double the 
benchmark of 5%

“My expertise is in hair care and digital 
marketing. Together, I understand how 

to create content that sticks, in an 
organic and captivating way.”



ABIGAIL

BAFFOE

@abbybaffoe
28K Followers



CHICAGO, IL

Abigail is a fashion & beauty influencer who worked 
with us recently on her first campaign for a beauty 
company. Abby blew the average stats for TikTok out of 
the water. In just one week, Abigail amassed 781.7K 
views, 65.3K likes, and 510 comments. 

352K

Total

Reach

3.1%

Average

Eng.

45.7%

Audience

Aged 25-29

73.6%

Female 
Audience

“I am real, and I am relatable. I am not 
the one to sugarcoat things or try to 

make other girls jealous. I am all about 
woman empowerment and using this as 

a community to lift each other up.”



EDWARD

ZO

@edwardzo
716K Followers



LOS ANGELES, CA

1.8M

Followers on  
TikTok

29%

Hispanic  
Audience

72%

Audience

Aged 21-34

An up & coming actor, entrepreneur, and lifestyle 
creative, Edward made his channel to help people build 
confidence. Especially on TikTok, Edward is well known 
for his creative ability and has produced thousands of 
looks via makeup, hair, skincare, fashion, and more. He 
takes creative briefs and puts his twist on them, 
seamlessly integrating brand and product messaging 
into storytelling that engages his audience. 

“I think what has made me successful is 
that I keep pivoting, and I keep evolving, 
so that’s what I think is really important. 
In pop culture, the people who stay on 
everyone’s radar are always the ones 

that keep evolving.”

Coveteur



AUBREANA

NOBLE

@_aubreanascurlss
80.5K Followers



LOUISVILLE, KY

Denise's audience looks to her for beauty, style 
advice, and discovering new brands. In one of our 
recent fashion campaigns, Denise successfully led 
her followers to the brand's website and converted 
those clicks into direct purchases.

Aubreana has a wide range of topics she covers, 
including hair, makeup, fashion, and fitness—but her 
haircare and styling for curls make her stand out. 
Aubreana has created unique and beautiful content and 
was a great communicator throughout the process, 
making brands want to work with her again and again.

139K

Total  
Reach

82.6%

Female

Audience

1.4%

Eng.

Rate

“I deliver content in a creative and fast 
way. I always reach deadlines. I also 
always give more than asked for or 

payed for. Companies I’ve worked with 
always come back to work  

together again.”



MIA 
RANDRIA

@miarandria
209K Followers



LOS ANGELES, CA

Even as a new ambassador to our beauty 
ambassador programs, Mia has already proven to 
have one of the most engaged communities, 
setting a high bar for performance. She's boasted 
over a 19% engagement rate on a recent campaign, 
showing us how in-tune she is with her followers.

Mia is already proven to have one of the most 
engaged communities. She’s boasted over a 19% 
engagement rate on a recent campaign, (against 
the benchmark of 2%), showing us how in-tune she 
is with her followers.

83%

Audience  
Aged 13-24

90%

Female  
Audience

10.8%

Avg Insta Engmnt

(Benchmark 2%)

“I only promote products that I would 
personally buy and use. But most 
importantly I need to find that it’s 

beneficial for me, and that’s why I’m 
sharing it with my audience”



AMANDA

ASAD

@amandaasad
178K Followers



TEXAS

74%

Avg. Reach

(Benchmark 15%)

150K

Followers  
TikTok

6.2%

Avg. Engmnt 

(Benchmark 0.8%)

Amanda is an Arab American Muslim living in Texas, 
sharing modest fashion inspiration, healthy recipes, 
beauty favorites, and lifestyle tips. 


Amanda is a reliable partner across our campaigns. 
Out of 10 partners, she contributed 73.5% of the 
link clicks on a recent women's fashion campaign. 
She delivered high-quality content throughout 6 
campaign flight periods and was a top performer 
each time.



MADI 
PRETTYMAN

@chooseyourglow
77K Followers



CALIFORNIA

Madi has been researching skincare products since 
she was in her teens. Madi’s intention with her 
content is to educate her viewers on skin health 
and produce use through unfiltered honesty and 
reviews. 


On her first campaign working with the Fohr team, 
Madi knew her audience well enough to push for 
video-focused content across all deliverables and 
focus on 1-2 products instead of the entire line. Her 
IG Reel, In-Feed, and Stories had the highest 
viewership and engagement of the campaign, with 
>30% viewership on both In-Feed deliverables and 
2% Reel engagement. The day Madi's Reel went 
live, the brand saw a spike in sales of that specific 
product. 

93%

Female  
Audience

69%

US-Based 
Audience

59%

Audience  
Aged 25-34

“I am motivated to bring value to my 
audience by giving them educated 

content that teaches them the proper 
way to sift through the skincare market 
to find the perfect product for their skin.”



Jessica 
Morrobel

@travelingwithjessica
23K Followers



NEW YORK, NY

Jessica curates a list of the most exciting things to do 
and see in NYC, tailored for savvy travelers and 
tastemakers, beginner-friendly curly hair tips, and 
women's workwear styling tips. As an active member of 
the Fohr community, Jessica consistently proves 
herself as a great brand partner.

29%

Average Reach

(Benchmark 20%)

728K

Monthly Views 
TikTok

1.2M

Monthly Views 
Pinterest

“As a Communications graduate, I blend 
my professional background and 

content creation skills to deliver the 
best-in-class content—tailored to fit the 

needs of my audience. Everything I 
create—from imagery to video and copy
—is based on my real-life experiences 
while leveraging my audience's needs 

and insights.”



Stefanie 
Fritz

@stefaniefritzxo
18K Followers



Sonoma County, CA

Even as a new ambassador to our beauty 
ambassador programs, Mia has already proven to 
have one of the most engaged communities, 
setting a high bar for performance. She's boasted 
over a 19% engagement rate on a recent campaign, 
showing us how in-tune she is with her followers.

With over 20 years in the beauty industry, Stefanie 
shares professional makeup and skincare tips to 
help her audience, no matter their age, look and 
feel their best. 


As a micro-influencer, Stefanie was one of our top 
sales drivers on a beauty campaign in 2021. She 
speaks powerfully to the beauty community, who 
believe in her recommendations and purchase her 
products. She's also primarily a TikTok influencer, 
demonstrating the power of TikTok for beauty 
sales.

39%

Avg. Reach 

(Benchmark 15%)

190K

TikTok 
Followers

63%

Audience 
Aged 30-44

“What you see is who I really am. My 20 
years of experience and honest reviews 
have built trust amongst my audience. 

I’m passionate about sharing PRO 
makeup/skincare tips and making them 
digestible so that everyone can have 

access and do it themselves. Whether 
it’s ethnicity, skin type, age, etc., I have 
tips to help people solve their beauty 

woes. I am really passionate about the 
40-and-up-club. There’s a wisdom that 

comes with age that’s so inwardly 
beautiful. Skin and makeup need to 

change as we age, and I am happy to 
represent this group. At 42 myself, I can 

speak to these changing needs and 
how to slay all the way into your 90s!”



GRACE 
ATWOOD

@graceatwood
181K Followers



Charleston, SC

Top 5%

Testimonials  
on Fohr

490K

Average Monthly  
Blog Pageviews

2.7M

Monthly Views  
on Pinterest

Grace is the founder and voice behind her blog, 
The Stripe, which she started in 2010. Her content 
is a daily source of inspiration for modern women 
and touches on a bit of everything–personal style, 
DIY projects, beauty products, books, travel guides, 
and wellness. 


The Stripe blog has also been able to transfer an 
audience of 87K readers into a very active 
Facebook community, often attending offline 
meetups. The Stripe is a unique group of 30-44 yr 
old people looking for advice on books, politics, and 
career advancement and is ready to invest when it 
comes to beauty. 

“The goal is to leave you feeling you just 
had coffee with your best girlfriend: 
savvier, more confident, and always 
learning something new. The Stripe’s 
reviews are always 100% honest and 
only feature products we absolutely 

love and stand behind.”



Maddy 
GutieRrez

@maddy_gutierrez_
86K Followers



new york, ny

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

Maddy calls herself a Manhattan Mom and a lover 
of fashion and beauty. Her wide-ranging content 
includes body positivity, beauty, luxury fashion, 
parenting, books, and home decor.


During one of Fohr’s long-term ambassador 
campaigns, Maddy consistently submitted 
deliverables on or before the deadline. She was 
extremely flexible and had an average Story 
viewership-per-frame percentage of 13.02%. Her 
Swipe-Up count in July, August, December, and 
January outperformed each influencer (mid-tier, 
macro, and celebrity level,) totaling 176% more 
Swipe-Ups than the average each month. She 
generated 2.1K Link Clicks throughout the entire 
campaign.

33%

Avg. Reach 

(Benchmark 20%)

2.6%

Avg. Engmnt 

(Benchmark 0.9%)

92K

Followers

on TikTok

“I have a passion for women’s health 
and bringing awareness to inclusivity. I 

have a strong voice and a real 
connection with my audience. They 
trust my opinion and come to me for 

help in all aspects of life. From fashion 
to travel to motherhood, I love sharing 

things that make my living my best  
life possible.”



Tennille 
Jenkins

@thetennillelife_
201K Followers



LOS ANGELES, CA

As an interior designer turned celebrity flight 
attendant, Tennile started her blog, The Tennille 
Life, to uplift and inspire women to embrace their 
uniqueness. As a self-care guru, Tennille promotes 
clean beauty and wellness routines that builds 
confidence and teaches women to be physically 
and emotionally kind to themselves. 


As a partner for over three years, Tennille 
continues to be a high sales driver for brands and 
brings a unique perspective speaking to women 
over 40 with curly hair and an affinity for clean 
beauty. She consistently drives above-average 
engagement and is versatile, creating content 
across Instagram, her blog, and YouTube. 

54%

Avg. Reach 

(Benchmark 15%)

57%

Audience  
Aged 30-44

906K

Monthly Views  
on Pinterest

“I represent a unique demographic–
Black women over 40–but I appeal to an 

audience of all ages. My page is also 
more than just a beauty page. It's a 

community that inspires women to self-
care and self-love.” 



Ami  
Desai 

@amidesai
171K Followers



Los Angeles, CA

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

Ami built her brand as a modern mom influencer, 
blending her experience as an on-air television 
host, makeup artist, and full-time parent to help her 
audience and women like her manage a busy 
lifestyle. As a first-generation immigrant born in the 
U.S., Ami advocates for more diverse 
representation in media. 


Ami generated more than half of the qualified leads 
for a recent financial brand campaign. Ami also had 
a 51.3% Story Viewership and 39.5% In-Feed 
Viewership on her content for that program.

59%

Avg. Reach 

(Benchmark 20%)

86%

Female

Audience

1.9%

Avg. Engmnt 

(Benchmark 0.8%)

“As a first-generation immigrant born in 
the U.S., I have always felt there is a 

need for more South Asian 
representation in the media world. This 
is my creative space to share all things.”



Lindsay 
Silberman

@lindsaysilb
191K Followers



NEW YORK/MIAMI

Lindsay Silberman is a magazine editor-turned-
influencer who shares unfiltered #NoBS advice 
about travel, beauty, and style on her website and 
Instagram. Lindsay's followers rely on her for her 
intel. Whether it's a travel hack or a skincare tip, 
she's a one-stop shop for helping her audience live 
their best, most luxurious lives.

62%

Audience  
Aged 30-44

5.2M

Monthly Views  
on Pinterest

“Because I bring credibility and an 
editorial sensibility to my content. My 

audience has been with me since 
before I was monetizing—and before I 

even considered leaving my job to 
leverage my platform. I recommended 
brands and products I genuinely loved 

for 5+ years before I did a single 
sponsored post or made a dollar as an 

influencer. Brands appreciate my 
professionalism and the fact that I care 

about telling their stories in a thoughtful, 
genuine way—just as I did when I was 

working in magazines.”



Kate 
Bryan

@k8_smallthings
363K Followers



RALEIGH, NC

Kate is a married mom of three kids. Over eight years 
ago, while Kate was working as a hairstylist, she wanted 
to create a place to share her video hair tutorials. She 
decided to start her blog, The Small Things, which has 
since grown into a lifestyle site with various content, 
ranging from beauty to motherhood.



Kate has been our #2 sales driver for one of our beauty 
industry clients for multiple years. She creates stellar 
hair & beauty content as a trained hairstylist. Her 
recommendations on Instagram, her Blog, and YouTube 
are sought after by her many fans. 

42%

Average Reach

(Benchmark 15%)

95%

Female 
Audience 

69%

Audience  
Aged 30-44

“I'm professional while maintaining a 
very realistic image for my followers. 

I've spent almost ten years building trust 
and loyalty with them, and I do not take 

for granted what that means for me.”



Keyma 
Oliver

@styleweekender
526K Followers



Los Angeles, CA

Keyma started blogging in 2014 as an outlet to exercise 
her creativity. Keyma creates content that is bright, fun, 
and engaging. She is passionate about spreading 
positivity, female empowerment, self-care, and building 
genuine relationships.



Her audience relies on Keyma's industry knowledge to 
showcase the hottest deals on the market as they are 
dedicated, online shoppers. Keyma was the top 
performer on a retail campaign in 2021, driving direct 
traffic to the brand's website. She received +2.3K Link 
Clicks, +4.6K Saves, and 10.8K Sticker Taps in just two 
phases of content. 

91%

Female 
Audience

58%

Audience  
Aged 18-24

“I love connecting with people 
genuinely. If I could, I would wake up 

every day and sit with a different group 
and just talk and talk for hours.”


